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ABSTRACT

This articleanalyzesthe dichotomizationof two opposingapproaches
apto studyingsex differencesin languageuse: the "difference/cultural"
proach, whichtreatswomen and men as having"differentbut equally
apvalid" rules of conversation,and the "dominance/power-based"
proach,whichfocuseson male dominanceand sexualdivisionof labor
in talk. I critiquethe stancetakenby the differenceapproach.First, its
notion of women and men as belongingto different"cultures"is too
simplisticto accountfor everythingthat occursin mixed-sexconversation. Second,the dichotomizationof "power"and "culture"as two separate, independentconceptsis inappropriate,becausesocial interaction
alwaysoccursin the contextof a patriarchalsociety. As a directionfor
furtherresearch,I proposethat the relationshipbetweengenderand language shouldbe approachedfrom the viewpointthat we are doing gender in interaction. (Sociolinguistics,communication,conversational
style, gender, sex differences)
A "CULTURAL"

APPROACH

TO SEX DIFFERENCES2

In theirarticlepublishedin I982, anthropologists
Maltzand Borkersuggested
a frameworkfor examiningthe differencesin speech between American
women and men.3 This frameworkhas attractedmany researchersto this
day, and the influencecan be mostclearlyseenin the worksof Tannen(i986,
i99oa, i99ob, I99oc), whichdirectlyapplyand advocatethis approach.This
framework adopts the view that sex difference is culture difference, that
cross-sex communication is cross-cultural communication.4 Women and

men "comefrom differentsociolinguisticsubcultures";specifically,because
the rulesfor informalinteractionare acquiredduringthe periodof childhood
and adolescencewhengirlsand boys sociallyinteractand play primarilywith
?
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peers of their own sex, women and men "learn to do different things with
words in a conversation" (Maltz & Borker I982:200).
This "difference/cultural" approach is based on Gumperz's (I982) framework for studying problems in interethnic communication. Members of different cultures will bring their own assumptions and rules of communication
and apply them in intercultural encounters to understand what is going on.
Differences in such assumptions and rules will result in asynchrony in the
flow of conversation and misinterpretation of each other's intention, which
tend to be negatively attributed to the personality of individuals or cultural
stereotypes. Maltz and Borker maintained that the same thing happens in
communication between the sexes. Women and men carry over to their adulthood the conversational patterns they learned from interacting with their
same-sex peers during childhood, and the differences between these patterns
creates conflict and misunderstandings when they try to engage in a friendly
female-male conversation. Problems of sex differences are, therefore, primarily caused by this cross-cultural miscommunication.
This cross-culturalview has been considered by its proponents and by some
linguistic theorists as presenting an alternative to the explanation for sex differences in speech behavior in terms of power, commonly regarded as the
"dominance or power-based" approach (Aries I987; Cameron I990; Coates
& Cameron I988; Graddol & Swann I989; Maltz & Borker I982; Mulac, Gibbons, & Fujiyama I990; Tannen iggob, I99oc). The position taken by the
cross-cultural view is that dominance and power have little to do with the explanation of sex differences, because the differences - although their outcome
may be male dominance - exist without any intention on the part of the males
to dominate. "[E]ven if both parties are attempting to treat one another as
The
equals, cultural miscommunication results" (Maltz & Borker I982:200).
cross-cultural approach, compared with the dominance approach, allows us
to account for the miscommunication without casting blame on either sex
(Tannen iggob).
But how adequate is this assessment? There seem to be two points regarding this position of using a two-culture framework that are worth questioning. Both stem from the practice of dichotomizing the two concepts of
dominance and (cultural) difference. My first argument is that the proponents of the difference/cultural approach, as well as theorists who perceive
a dichotomy of two opposing views of sex differences in speech, are falsely
assuming that every study including the concept of power and male dominance in its analysis could be categorized under the dominance approach. My
second, and more important, point is that it is a mistake to separate power
and culture of women and men - and to assume that the two are independent constructs, much less that one would sufficiently explain any sex difference. It is not only wrong on the part of the difference/cultural approach
548
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to underestimatethe effects of powerstructureand dominance;it is harmful. These two points are discussedin the rest of this article.
THE

"DOMINANCE/POWER-BASED"

FROM

A HISTORICAL

APPROACH:

PERSPECTIVE

The historyof researchon sex differencein speechbehavioris not a long one,
but quitea few researchers
havenotedsome shiftsin the frameworkfor analysis in this area (e.g., CameronI985; Coates & CameronI988; Graddol&
Swann I989; Henley& KramaraeI99I; JohnsonI983; KramaraeI990; Spitzack & Carter I987; Thorne, Kramarae, & Henley I983). It has been pointed

out that the earlyarticleson sex difference(datingup to the early 197os) describedwomen's"different"use of language;the authorsregardedspeech
styletheylabeledas "women's"(whethertrueor stereotyped)as inferiorcomparedto the "normal,""standard"usageof men, attributingthis deficiency
to the psychologicaland personaltraitsof women.The most (in)famousclassic work expressingthis view may be Jespersen'saccountin his book Language

(1922).

It was not until the currentwomen'smovementstartedraisingour consciousnessof femalesubordinationand male dominancein society that this
notion of women'sinferioritywas reassessedin academicand popularmedia. Lakoff's Language and Women's Place (1975) was one of the first and
most influentialworksstatingthat it was inequalitybetweenthe sexesin society that was reflectedin languageuse, ratherthan the geneticinferiorityof
women.Becauseof the low statusof womenand the socialpressurefor them
"to talk like a lady," Lakoff stated that women tend to use more hedges,
qualifiers,emptyadjectives,polite forms, and so forth, conveyingtheirunassertivenessand insecurity,trivializingtheir speech, and denyingaccountability and responsibilityfor their talk.
SeveralchargesagainstLakoff have been raised. Some criticshave questioned the validityof her methodology,noting that her analysiswas based
on unsystematicobservationsand intuition.Otherresearchershavetestedher
hypothesesabout "women'sspeech"(the most famous of which is her presuppositionthat tag questionsare used more by women)and have come up
with contradictingresults(e.g., Crosby& Nyquist 1977; Dubois & Crouch
1975).5 In addition,what Lakoff identifiedas "women'slanguage"has been
seen as confoundingsocial status with sex (e.g., O'Barr& Atkins i980).6
In addition, Lakoff'sjudgmentsabout women'sspeech- that it is a deficient and ineffectivestyle, deviantand inferiorcomparedwith the usage of
"canonical"speakers- havebeencriticized.Therearetwo problematicissues.
One is that the canonicalspeakerof the languagein the United States, who
is seen as the most representativeof its speakers,is the adult, middle-class,
549
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whitemale speaker(ShibamotoI985:I9). Thereis alreadya male bias built
in regarding"thestandard"and "thenorm"of the language,whichLakoff
did not question.The otherissueis that, therefore,characteristics
of women's
speechwereidentifiedby theirdifferencenot from a trulyneutralstandard,
but from the male norm. Women'sspeech, and only women'sspeech, was
seen as a deviationfrom the norm and as marked.Although she called attentionto maledominanceand the doublebindwomenhavewhilespeaking,
Lakoff did not acknowledgethe asymmetricaltreatmentof womenand men
and showedandrocentrismin herjudgmentof what is the proper,desirable
use of language.Thus, althoughsome researchers(e.g., Coates& Cameron
I988) regardLakoff as takingthe dominanceapproach,becauseshe brought
the issueof powerinto the analysis,otherssee heras takingmoreof the "deficit position"(see Henley& KramaraeI99I; Johnson I983; KramaraeI990;
Spitzack& CarterI987). This "femaledeficit theory"has led to the belief
held by some that to be effectivespeakerswomenmust learnto "speaklike
a man," for example,learnhow to be assertive.
Since Lakoff presentedher hypotheseson sex differencesin language,
many studieshave been carriedout on this issue. Researchhas been done,
on the one hand, by researcherswho deal with isolatedvariablesin speech
such as countingthe occurrenceof tag questionsor other social stratification studies(e.g., Trudgill1975).7 On the other hand, thereare researchers
who look at variablesin contextuallysituatedinteractions.Thorne,Kramarae,
and Henley(I983:14) maintainedthat it is the studyof languagein contexts
of actualuse that has yieldedthe most fruitfulresults.Suchstudieson mixedsex interaction,for example,havebeendone by Fishman(I983) and by West
and Zimmerman (I983), and their analyses have been sensitive to the effect

of power and dominance.These works have claimedthat there is a sexual
divisionof laborin conversationandthat maledominanceis not only a cause
of this difference,but the differencein turnmaintainsthe dominance.Power
and dominanceare not only the attributesof individualmales;the powerthe
society grantsto malesaffects and is reflectedin the conversation,because
interactiondoes not happenin a vacuum(West& ZimmermanI983, I985).
These studieshavebeen regardedas the mainproponentsof the dominance
or power-basedapproach.
The dominanceapproachof this type, then, sees sex differenceas somethingthat occursin the contextof interaction,and this differenceis analyzed
withina largercontextof patriarchy.8
UnlikeLakoff'sapproach,it sees language practicesof womenas neitherdeviantfrom, nor inferiorto, the male
norm, distinguishingtheir studies from those taking the deficit position.
However,at least two majorshortcomingsof this dominance/power-based
approachcan be ascertained.First,similarto the deficitposition,it also tends
to confound powerwith sex. As is discussedlater, sex structureand power
structureare indeedcloselytied together(Henley 1977). Yet, sex differences
550
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in speechcannot be equatedonly with powerdifference:"thereare dimensions to genderother than power"(Thorne,Kramarae,& Henley I983:15).
For example,Woods(I988) found that in mixed-sexconversationsin a work
setting,sex differencesin the patternof floor managementoverrodethe status differences.The problemis that the dominance/power-basedapproach
neglectsto conceptualizesex exceptin termsof power. Its notion of the female-malecategorysystemseemstoo simplistic;poweris not the only factor that differentiatesthe sexes.
Second, thereare dimensionsto powerbesidesgender,such as race, ethnicity, age, occupation,socioeconomicstatus, education,and sexualorientation. The accounts of sex differencein conversationgiven by Fishman
(I983) and West and Zimmerman(I983, I985) did not attemptto identify
these other dimensions.Theirstudiesfocused on, for the most part, white,
middle-class,and college-educated
womenand men, withoutmuchreflection
on how the otheraspectsof the participants'identitiesapartfrom theirgender may affect their behaviorin cross-sexinteractions.9For example, the
functionsof certainconversationalbehaviors,such as interruptionor minimal responses,cannot be describedin terms of an abstractnotion of male
dominanceseparatedfrom the context. However,by neglectingto examine
how the White-nessand middle-class-nessaffect the form of male dominance,the dominance/power-based
approachseemsto assumethatthe White
middle-classnormcan be appropriatelyused as the standardand that there
is no need to examinethe Whitemiddle-classsystemof sex organizationin
its own right.
Along with the concernwith sex differencesin languageuse, feministresearchershave raisedthe need to investigatesex differencesin the availability of the English code itself. In addition to inspectinghow women use
language,researchersare also concernedabout how language,as a system
that organizesthe world,treatswomen.Some feministresearchershavechallengedthe assumptionthat languageis a neutral,value-freevehiclefor communicatingthoughts,claimingthat languagedoes not servethe samefunction
for the dominatedas it does for the dominant.The dominantgroups have
the power to control the linguisticcode; thus languageis made fit for the
expressionof their thoughts and experiences,but not those of oppressed
groups.Womenare one suchgroup, and the oppressionis manifestedin the
sexismand the relativeinvisibilityof womenin the code. Therefore,women
find languageinadequateto expresstheir own experiencesdirectly.
Women'srealityis not well representedin the language,makingit difficult for womenthemselvesto see theirrealityas "real,"and even more difficult for womento have theirrealitytreatedas "real"by men.1"They must
reframetheirexperiencein orderto expressit in the languageof men; they
are thus the "mutedgroup."'1As a result, what women are encodinginto
the same form of speechmay be completelydifferent,uniqueexperiencesof
551
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their own, whereas most studies of language were done on men's language
use by male scholars. Women speaking in women's groups may lead to their
empowerment; therefore, in order to discourage them from talking, women's
talk has been derided and trivialized by men.
The notions of legitimacy and value in women's talk and their meaningfulness to women's identity have been stimulated by, and have triggered the
increase of, studies on all-female discourse. According to Coates and Cameron (I988), Jones's (I980) analysis of gossip as women's oral culture was a
ground-breaking work that conceptualized women as a "culture." Jones actually went so far as to postulate that women constituted a "speech community" while being a part of a larger speech community. Cameron (I985) and
Coates and Cameron (I988) regarded Jones as major proponent of the difference/cultural approach as opposed to the dominance/power-based approach and placed her work in the same category as Maltz and Borker.
However, Jones did not extend the cultural view to analyze mixed-sex interaction, which should be done if the researcheris taking the difference/cultural approach. Therefore Cameron and Coates's assessment of Jones's work
seems inadequate. Nor did Jones propose that female-male communication
problems be seen mainly as a result of cross-cultural miscommunication and
not of male dominance. This point seems crucial because many works that
attempt to present the communication among women as unique do not deny
that such activities of women have been ignored, belittled, or depreciated
(e.g., Jenkins I986; Jones I980; Kramarae & Jenkins I989). Conceptualizing women as a culture or subculture does not necessarily contradict the view
that women exist in a socially subordinate position to men and that partriarchal practices can be seen in women's and men's talk. In fact, the move
toward appreciating and celebrating women's communication in a positive
sense has been most strongly taken in feminist scholarship, which also operates from the position that society is essentially a patriarchy.
Thus, what makes Maltz and Borker's difference/cultural approach distinct is not so much the view that women and men are members of different cultures as it is the notion that female-male communication problems can
be analyzed in terms of miscommunication occurring from cultural difference and not dominance. The statement that the difference/cultural approach
allows the analysis of miscommunication without casting blame on either sex
(Tannen iggob) implies that the dominance/power-based approach does
blame either men for dominating or women for being dominated. Dominance
as a concept is being treated at the individual level, as a matter of intention
and interpretation. It is not being treated at the social and institutional levels, which many studies taking the dominance/power-based approach actually do - a point that is returned to later.
The proponents of the difference/cultural approach also claim that their
view enables us to see females and males as conversing in different but
552
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equallyvalidways(Tanneniggoa, iggob). However,if the implicationis that
the two-cultureframeworkis the only approachthat allows this, then the
dominanceapproachis being confoundedwith the deficit position, which
Coates and Cameron (I988:69) also seemed to be doing when they contended
that the "dominance approach . . . by labeling men's language as 'strong'

and women'slanguageas 'weak', [was]adoptingan androcentricviewpoint.
The difference, or subcultureapproachattemptsto investigatesex differences ... froma positivestandpoint."I havetriedto point out that, of studapproach,only those takingthe deficit
ies usingthe dominance/power-based
position were actually adopting an androcentricviewpoint. The dominance/power-basedapproachitself is not in conflictwith the idea of the different/culturalapproachin this aspect. But it does oppose the culturalview
that de-emphasizes the aspect of power structure and dominance and
attributesevery problemto culturaldifferenceand miscommunication.
The difference/culturalapproachthat uses the cross-culturalmiscommunication model to analyzebreakdownsin female-maleinteractionhas appealed to a wide range of audiences. It has especially enjoyed a wide
acceptancethrough Tannen'sbook You Just Don't Understand(Tannen
it gives a descriptionof
I99Oc). The appealthis book has is understandable;
women and men's differentcommunicativestyles and claims that they are
accusations,perequallyvalidwaysof speaking,withoutany "male-bashing"
petuatingthe belief that womenand men are differentbut equal. The book,
throughits thesis and its anecdotalexamples,does tap into the experiences
of manyreaders.The situationsthat Tannenused to illustrateher pointsare
those with whichmanyare likelyto be familiarthroughtheirown lives. The
book may give some women readersan analyticaltool they can use to figure out what is reallygoing on in their own conversationswith their male
partners.It attemptsto pacifythe readersby suggestingthat communication
problemsbetweenwomen and men can be solved by individualawareness
and cooperation.It does not urgethe readerto changethe world;the book
to the statusquo."
is, as Troemel-Ploetz(1991:490) stated,"non-threatening
men in the
have
vis-a-vis
women
less
power
may
Its messageis that although
society, this does not have to affect the interactionbetweenindividualswho
see each other as social equals."2
Similarly,the approachitself can be attractiveto a researcher.It is culturally sensitiveto both sexes, less susceptibleto being interpretedas claiming
femaledeficiencyor to beingaccusedof engagingin male-bashingactivities.
In addition,usingthis approach,the problemcouldbe dealtwithby in-depth
focus on two clear-cutvariables,femaleand male, withoutgettingcaughtup
in the complexityof powerissuesin the society.However,this difference/culturalapproachhas a numberof problems.In the following,I firstbrieflydescribethe majorargumentsmade by this approach,point out what I see as
defectivewith those arguments,and then proceedto arguewhy the separa553
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tion of dominance (or power) from difference (or culture) is impossible in
the analysis of gender and why a theory of sex difference that does not consider the power issue is inadequate.
CULTURAL
AN

DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN

WOMEN

AND

MEN:

OVERVIEW

Maltz and Borker (I982) delineated some features that they suggested differentiate the speech behaviors of American females and males, behaviors that
have been acquired by each sex from interacting with same-sex peers during
childhood. In the following, I briefly discuss the main cultural differences
between women and men that the proponents of the difference/cultural approach propose.
Relying on studies of children's interaction through play in same-sex peer
groups, Maltz and Borker contended that American girls and boys differ
in the following aspects in the way they use language: Girls learn to create
and maintain relationships of closeness and equality, to criticize others in acceptable ways, and to interpret accurately the speech of other girls (1982:
205), whereas boys learn to assert one's position of dominance, to attract and
maintain an audience, and to assert oneself when other speakers have the
floor (I982:207). This shows a pattern similar to that suggested by Gilligan's
(I982) work on sex differences in moral development. Indeed, more recent
analyses of children's and adolescents' talk with same-sex friends also show
sex differences consistent with these patterns (Eckert I990; Goodwin I988,
I990; Johnson & Aries I983a; Sheldon I990; Tannen i99oa, I99ob, I99Oc).
The notion that children's socialization with peers is accomplished through
interacting primarily with those of the same sex is supported by the observation that children show a strong tendency to group and interact exclusively
with same-sex peers. This is reported by Maccoby (I986), who also referred
to girls and boys as forming their own culture as a result of this segregation.
Children's speech patterns also seem to match the patterns heard in samesex conversation of American adults. A review of the increasing literatureon
women's discourse suggests that the interaction style learned in childhood is
carried over to adulthood. Studies of women's joke-telling (Jenkins I986),
bathroom graffiti (Bruner & Kelso I980; Cole I99I; Davies I986), gossip
(Jones I980; that of British women, Coates I988), women's talk with friends
(Aries & Johnson I983; Johnson & Aries i983b) and in academic settings
(Treichler& Kramarae I983) all support the claim that women's friendly talk
is, in general, "interactional, relational, participatory, and collaborative"
(Treichler & Kramarae I983). Women's speech seen in this light is said to include: more back-channelingor minimal responses used to signal the fact that
they are listening, more personal and inclusive pronouns such as you and we,
and more signs of interest and attention (Maltz & Borker I982; Tannen I986,
554
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i99oab, I99Oc; Treichler& Kramarae I983). These strategies can be heard
as serving the function of cooperation and collaboration essential in the type
of discourse in which women engage, which Tannen (I99oc) termed "rapport
talk" as opposed to "report talk", which calls for different norms of interaction, and in which, according to Tannen, men primarily participate.
Therefore, judging from same-sex interaction patterns, it seems legitimate
to say that women and men have at least some different cultural rules for
friendly conversation (Maltz & Borker I982). However, as we have seen,
these differences were mostly found through the comparative analyses of
same-sex conversations. The difference/cultural approach to female-male
communication does not stop there. The next step is to analyze what happens in communication between the sexes; that is, when the members from
different cultures come together to interact as social equals.
PROBLEMS IN THE CROSS-CULTURAL
TO CROSS-SEX COMMUNICATION

APPROACH

The difference/cultural approach suggests that women and men will interpret each other's behavior according to their own rules for friendly interaction. Thus, if miscommunication occurs, it can be explained in terms of
the cultural differences. This is where I find the first problem with this approach - it assumes that same-sex rules will directly be carried over to mixedsex interaction. But neither Maltz and Borker nor Tannen offered any
empirical evidence that women and men will indeed use the same rules to interpret their conversation partner's behavior regardless of their sex. Tannen
(I986, I99oc) only provided anecdotes that imply that women will seek the
same supportive response, or rapport talk, from their husbands as they receive from their female friends and that they will feel hurt or frustrated if
they are instead answered with jokes or advice. Tannen (I99oc) also gave her
own reactions to girls' and boys' talk when she was analyzing their videotaped
interaction for her study (Iggob) and compared them with the reactions reported from men. Tannen found the girls' talk appealing and cute, which she
noted was typical of women, whereas the boys' restlessness and mocking
made her nervous. On the other hand, she found that men thought of the
boys' energy and poking fun as cute, whereas they did not like the girls' behavior of sitting so still and showing obedience to the experimenter. So she
concluded: "Boys and girls grow up in different worlds, but we think we're
in the same one, so we judge each other's behavior by the standards of our
own" (Iggob:254).
This statement sums up the gist of the cross-cultural miscommunication
view, and it seems to be too critical a claim to make without some results
from a more systematic observation offered as support. How accurate is it
to say that we would see the context as the same, and therefore the norms
555
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of interpretationas the same, whetherthe interactionwas betweenpartners
of the same sex or of a differentsex? It may be possiblefor the sex of one
participantto greatlyaffect the topic, genre, key, rulesof interaction,and
in a speechevent(Saville-Troike
normsof interpretation
1989). In theirstudy
of conversationcontentbetweensame-sexfriends,Ariesand Johnsonfound
that womenwouldtalk with theirclose friendsabout thingsthey wouldnot
with their husbands(Aries & Johnson I983; Johnson & Aries I983b). It
seemsunlikelythat the sex of the conversationpartnerwouldaffect the topic
but not the standardsby whichthey judge her or him. Also in Tannen'sexampleof judgmentaldifferencebetweenwomenand men on girls'and boys'
behavior,if by any chancethe girls had behavedlike the boys (being restless, teasingand puttingeach otherdown, "challenging"the experimenter's
authority,etc.), wouldmen haveinterpretedthat as "cute"?We havecertain
standardsfor judgingpeoplein general,and this may be developedthrough
our living in the world of our own sex, but we also have certainstandards
for judgingfemalesand males, quite separatelyfrom what we have learned
throughour interactionwith same-sexpeers.
The frameworkof cross-sexcommunicationas cross-culturalcommunication seemstoo simplistic,mainlybecauseno matterhow muchtime children
spend interactingwith their same-sexpeers, they are not completelysegregated from the other sex. Whilethey are learningthe rulesfor friendlyconversationfrom their peers, they are also open to the patternof interaction
of theiropposite-sexpeers,to that betweentheirparents,and to othervarious conversations,realor fictional.Theyinternalizethe culturallyprescribed
sex-rolestereotypes,learninghow girlsand boys are supposedto differin the
ways they behaveand interact.They would not be in the same situationas
"real"interculturalencounters,say, between Japaneseand Americanautoworkersassembledto workin the sameplant, whereeachmemberhad not
been truly exposedto the other'scultureprior to the encounter.
Moreover, there seems to be a problem in the use of the term cross-cultural

itself. Thistermimpliesa staticapproachthat "canonly leadto lengthylists
of comparativedifferencesbetweencountlesscultures;the resultsof which
are impossibleto digest or apply in any meaningfulway" (De Francisco
iggoa:2). The cross-culturalview of sex differencesin talk can lead us to
comparethe differencesbetweenfemalesand maleson isolatedvariablesof
speech(e.g., how conversationinvolvementis expressedand interpreted).If
we take this approach,there would be nothing importantto note about
women's communicationunless a comparabledifference from men's is
found, and vice versa.Fromthis standpoint,the issue of female-malecommunicationbecomes relevantonly if we assumethat these differencesare
static and constantand will directlybe carriedover from same-sexconversation. However,communicationbetweenmembersof differentculturesinvolves more than interpretingeach other accordingto one's own rulesand
556
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miscommunicating. Especially regarding the interaction of women and men
in the United States, the approach must be an "intercultural" one, which
"encourages a focus on how these apparent cultural differences are derived
from complex fabrics of cultures"(Sugimoto I99I). More precisely, "'Crosscultural' communication involves observing, comparing and analyzing one
culture from the viewpoint of the other. It might be called the 'observer' approach. In contrast, 'intercultural' communication might be called the 'participant' approach and can be 'characterized by intense involvement on the

part of the participant'"(Harms I973:41,

cited in Sugimoto 199I:I).

The intercultural approach views communication as a more dynamic process of adapting and negotiating and creating new meanings, in which the
participants would adjust and modify their rules in response to each other.
The cross-culturalview neglects the individuals' ability to take the other's perspective and adapt their speech to the listener. It also ignores the effect of
social norms, such as our sex-role expectations, of our sociocultural knowledge of what to expect from females and males in interaction. And it also
ignores the fact that a speaker's speech form is affected by the sex of the
hearer, although it is not the only factor that creates a difference.
The final thing to note about the difference/cultural approach to sex differences is that, like the dominance/power-based approach, this view also
ignores the interaction of race, class, age, and sexual orientation with sex

(Henley & KramaraeI99I; KramaraeI990). Women and men belong to
many interconnected social groups in addition to that of their own sex, and
an individual is more than just a "woman" when interacting with others.
Maltz and Borker offered their difference/cultural framework to explain
"American men and women" (I982:I96), but this generalization neglects the
cultural and ethnic diversity, as well as the existence of racial tension in the
United States."3Tannen (I99Oc) used her illustrative anecdotes from a relatively homogeneous group: seemingly well-educated, middle-class, heterosexual Americans. It seems strange that although she has elsewhere (Tannen
I984, I986) analyzed differences in conversational style between Jewish New
Yorkers and non-Jewish Californians, which overrode sex differences, these
findings are not incorporated into her difference/cultural approach.14 Here,
sex is emphasized as if it is the single major factor that affects conversation,
one that could be treated independently of other variables.
THE

PROBLEMS

OF DIFFERENCE

AND

DOMINANCE

As noted before, the difference/cultural approach is presented as an alternative to the dominance/power-based approach, stating that power has little to do with what happens in conversation between socially equal females
and males. This approach, then, will be applicable only with situations where
"women and men attempt to talk to each other as friends and equals in casual
557
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conversation"(Maltz& BorkerI982:212; emphasisadded).This restriction
is greaterthan it may seem. Not too many mixed-sexinteractionsactually
satisfy this condition;besides, who are counted as "friends"and "equals"
is open to a wide and complex range of interpretation.In any event, the
frameworkcannot be used in contextswherestatusis involved,such as the
classroom(Aries i987;'5 Treichler& KramaraeI983), the workplace,communicationbetweendoctor and patient, salespersonand customer,mother
and son, father and daughter,and even in some cases, betweenspouses.
Indeed,one may ask:Whenexactlydo womenandmeninteractas equals?
It may be tempting to answer that friends would be equal. The difference/culturalapproachrespondsto our need and desireto believethat essentially,women and men are sociallyequal. However,being social equals
can mean two things: being socially equal in principleand being socially
equalin reality.The formerdoes not necessarilyentailthe latter.And when
the conceptof equalityinteractswith sex, I suggestthat we have two levels
to consider- an individualin relationto anotherindividualand a member
of one sex in relationto a memberof eitherthe sameor differentsex. Truly
socialequalsmustbe equalin realityat both levels.And I assertthat in crosssex relationshipsthis is impossibletoday in U.S. society. As a female, I am
seldom socially equal to someone who is male, even when we share other
identifiessuch as ethnicity,age, class, and education.
To illustrate,let us takethe case of streetremarksor unsolicitedcomments
from strangers(GardnerI980; KisslingI99I; KramaraeI986b), a common
form of mixed-sexinteractionwheresocial statusis not likelyto be so relevant, unless the occupationof either or both partiesis obvious. These remarksoccuralmostexclusivelyin the form of malesaddressingfemales,and
this asymmetryitself implies that there is some inequalityinvolved here.
Against the addressee'schargeof insult or harassment,the addressercan
justify himselfby sayingthat it was only a compliment;he was tryingto be
nice and friendly;and no, of coursehe had no intentionof dominance!But
wouldhe havesaid the samethingto a man?Wouldhe haveaccepteda similar remarkaddressedto him by a woman as a complimentor a sign of
friendliness?Whatgives him the rightto do this act that cannotbe reciprocated?It is the merefact of his being male and the other being femalethat
does; males and femalesare not, in this sense, equal.
The problemI find with the difference/culturalapproachis that it does
not considerthis level wheremale dominanceexists regardlessof what the
individualintends. It sees dominanceas somethingthat could be misinterpreted as existingin interaction,althoughnot reallythere. The proponents
of the difference/culturalapproachstate that although men's behaviorin
cross-sexconversationmay seem to exercisedominance,the same behavior
functionsto showintimacywithmalefriends;therefore,the maledominance
is not intendedbut a resultof culturaldifferenceand miscommunication.
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The proponentsseem to considerthat the lack of intention means that
dominancedoes not reallyoccur. They regarddominanceas a matterof interpretation,dominanceis seen as being in the same categoryas evaluative
judgmentssuch as "weakness,"passivity,"and "deficiency,"the difference
being only that the latterwerehow females'behaviorswere interpretedaccordingto male norms,whereasthe formeris how malesare interpretedaccording to female norms. It seems that either the judgmental attribute
"dominating"had been confoundedwith the act of dominanceor the two
had been equated.True, one's commentscan be falselyinterpretedas being
dominatingwithoutthe intentionto dominate,but dominanceoccursor does
not occur, regardlessof intention.The cross-culturalmiscommunication
approachcan explainhow and why men's behavioris seen as dominatingby
women, can deny that all men have the intentionto dominate,and can say
that the attribute"men are dominating"is not necessarilytrue, and these
are importantissuesthat had not been adequatelyraisedby the dominance/
power-basedapproach. But it cannot say that male dominancedoes not
occur as a mechanismin interaction.
The failureto distinguishdominanceas a social phenomenonfrom dominatingas a judgmentalattributemay have occurredbecauseof the following reasons.First, Maltzand Borkerthemselveshad not done any empirical
researchusing the difference/culturalapproachto analyzemixed-sexinteractions. Their cross-culturalframeworkwas developedrelying mostly on
worksexaminingsame-sexinteractions.Second,Tannen,anothermajorproponent of the difference/culturalapproach,also primarilyused studies of
same-sexinteractionsto supportherclaims.A patternof inequalityand dominancebetweenthe sexesis hardlylikelyto appearin same-sexconversations.
It is empiricalresearchon female-maleconversationthat finds patternsof
dominance(DeFranciscoiggob, I99I; EdelskyI98I; FishmanI983; Kollock,
Blumstein, & Schwartz I985; West & Zimmerman I983).

Because of U.S. society's patriarchy,males are given the institutional
powerthat in turn reinforcesthe social system, and this male dominanceis
guaranteedand maintainedthroughthe sexualdivisionof labor. The difference/culturalapproachdoes acknowledgethe fact that in U.S. society it is
men whosetalk is valuedmoreand that it is usuallywomenwho are labeled
negatively(e.g., as "nags"),punishedfor theirtalk, and told to change(Tannen I99Oc:15, 31, 75). The reasonfor this, however,is not pursued,and neither is the effect of this on daily interactionsbetweenwomen and men. If
we deny the existenceof a hierarchicalorganizationof the sexes, what accounts for the asymmetricaltreatmentbetweenthe languageuse of women
and men?And if we admitthat thereis a hierarchy,a powerstructurein the
society, it is impossibleto claim that it will not affect our everydayinteraction. The difference/culturalapproachdealswith female-malecommunication as if it existedindependently
of this structure,as if the immediatecontext
559
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of the conversation was sufficient to fully grasp the meaning of the interaction. To the contrary, it is the sociocultural structure that makes the interaction relevant, and this behavior in turn maintains this structure.'6 The
issue here is not whether we cast blame on women or men for problems in
communication, but it is whether we recognize that interactions between
women and men are operating within a social hierarchy.
The observation of power structure can also be made when we look at the
speech patterns acquiredby girls and boys through same-sex interactions with
peers. Girls' principles of cooperation, collaboration, equality, sharing and
relating and showing empathy perfectly coincides with the "typical" female
characteristics:nurturing, supportive, expressive, emotive, friendly, relationship-oriented, and other similar adjectives, which are also associated with
"weakness" and "powerlessness." Boys' patterns, on the other hand, involve
competing for and holding on to the floor, asserting, challenging, arguing,
showing one's dominance and verbal aggressiveness, which are associated
with "powerful" and "masculine" traits. Tannen's (iggoa) own work investigating sex differences in ways conversational engagement was expressed
showed results consistent with these stereotypical traits assigned to females
and males. Maltz and Borker did not suggest the reason girls and boys learn
these specific rules, for example, why in girls' interaction it is unacceptable
to be "bossy" and why in boys' they must learn to assert dominance. Socialization per se cannot sufficiently explain why gender traits are not symmetrically assigned.
As Cameron, McAlinden and O'Leary (I988:80) pointed out, it is not a
coincidence that men can afford to be aggressive and hierarchically oriented
conversationalists, whereas women are expected to provide conversational
support. Nor does it seem to be a coincidence that men's roles are more likely
to be those of the protector, the teacher, the expert, in relation to women
(Tannen I99oc). The sexual division of labor shows a pattern that is too consistent with the pattern of dominance to assume that it occurred "naturally."
The set of prescriptions females and males learn as children follows the culture's norms of how females and males should behave, which, in turn, is in
line with the positions in which women and men are placed in the social hierarchy. The sexual division of labor in conversation is not a mere result of
cultural differences. The difference, by virtue of its function of creating the
expectation that women will naturally try harder to involve men in the talk,
whereas men will look aloof and disengaged in the eyes of women, reinforces
the pattern that women will (and must) do more work in the conversation
than men. If we do not consider why it is the women who are supposed to
do more work to show that they are engaged (and are called "bitches"if they
refuse to, are called "nags" if the job is not done appropriately, but get no
credit for doing it right), we are led to justifying this inequality and legitimizing the privilege given to men to toil less in conversation.
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Anotherquestionariseswhen we focus our attentionon the "miscommunication,"whichis said to be causedby the culturaldifferencesbetweenthe
sexes. The difference/culturalapproachconsidersthe miscommunicationas
the end resultof the female-maleinteraction,as somethingproblematicfor
both sexes and as somethingthat can be solved. That is the reason, it is argued, why it is importantto makea cross-culturalcomparisonand come up
with a list of differences;for if we understood,or at least becameawareof,
each other'sdifferentways and assumptionsbetter,we would be able to see
the cause of miscommunicationand refrainfrom makingnegativeattributions to individuals (Tannen I986, I99ob, I99Oc). Yet it seemsthat it is necessaryto go a step furtherfrom the causal analysisof the phenomenon,to
The unstatedassumptionis that,
see the consequencesof miscommunication.
betweensocial equals, miscommunicationwill produceequallynegativeresults for both partiesinvolved.
But how accurateis this really?Tannen'sanecdotalexamplesof femalemale miscommunication(I986, I99Oc) give me the impressionthat women
thantheirmalepartners.This
have moreto lose fromthe miscommunication
is so partlybecauseof the verynatureof women'sand men's"conversational
styles" as Tannenputs it. Take, for example, a situation where a women
startstellingher husbandabout some troublesshe had at work (from Tannen I986). Accordingto her rules of intimacy,she expects her husbandto
show understanding,reassureherthat she is not alone in havingtrouble,and
maybesharehis own problemswith her. Instead,he, accordingto his rules
of expressingsolidarityin conversation,cracksjokes, sidetracksher story,
and offers solutionsto herproblem.She then feels trivializedand thinkshe's
why she
he then feels frustrated,not understanding
claimingone-upmanship;
She may feel
got upset. Whatis the consequenceof this miscommunication?
that he does not respecther, he is puttingher down, he is insensitive,too logical and rational,and so on. He, on the other hand, may feel that she cannot deal with the problem by herself, does not understand humor, is
unreliableor irrationalbecauseshe saysshe has a problembut does not want
any advice. These attributionsmadeto each other are quite consistentwith
the negativestereotypesof men and women, but accordingto the cultural
normsthat value logic and rationality,herjudgmentof him does not imply
that he is inferiorto her, but his judgmentof her does imply that she is to
him. In addition,the personwho actuallygets his needsfulfilled,as TroemelPloetz (I991:495) pointedout, is the man - who "solveda problemand presentedhis solution,"who "didwhat he neededto do," whereasthe woman
"did not get what she neededin her situation."
For women, in additionto these psychologicaldamages,there are more
materialisticconcernsinvolvedin the outcomesof the miscommunication.
In U.S. society, it is usuallythe men who are in control of the resourceswho make more money, have more physicalpower, are in a more authori561
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tative or a higher social position - thus it is more likely to be men who can
reward or punish women for their behavior.
If miscommunication is no one's "fault" and is something that can be analyzed as mutual misunderstanding of well-meant behavior, why is it that
casualties are more often heavier on women than on men? Acquaintance rape
and wife abuse could, with the miscommunication approach, be termed as
extreme cases of such miscommunication (Henley & Kramarae I99I). Not
only are women victims of physical violence, but they are also victims of
blame and accusation for "asking for it." It would be absurd to say that these
were caused by unfortunate misunderstandingsbetween social equals who did
not happen to share the same rules for interpretingcertain behavior. An analysis of miscommunication must take into consideration who gets what they
want, who is punished, who is forgiven, and in what ways - both on the individual level and on the societal level - after the miscommunication. And
again, there is the issue of power involved. Whether manifested in the form
of conversational rules,. cultural values, possession of resources, or social
norms, there is institutional power owned only by men that affects the result of miscommunication. Men's power allows them to "misunderstand"
women's meanings without getting penalized for it, and also gives them the
right to penalize women for misinterpretatingmen's behavior. As Henley and
noted:
Kramarae (I991:I9-20)
Hierarchies determine whose version of the communication situation will
prevail; whose speech style will be seen as normal; who will be required
to learn the communication style, and interpret the meaning of the other;
whose language style will be seen as deviant, irrational, and inferior; and
who will be required to imitate the other's style in order to fit into the society. Yet the situation of sex difference is not totally parallel: sex status
intercuts and sometimes contrasts with other statuses; and no other two
social groups are so closely interwoven as men and women.
The approach that dismisses this aspect and only focuses on differences has
the danger of being used to legitimize blatantly misogynist behavior on the
ground that it is a case of innocent miscommunication caused by cultural
differences.
CONCLUSION:

TREATING

GENDER

AS A SOCIAL

CONSTRUCT

As we have seen, the major critique of the difference/cultural approach is
that "cultural difference alone cannot adequately explain the full pattern of
language difference and miscommunication" (Henley & Kramarae I991:27)
and that the approach downplays "the gender hierarchyand the links between
the specifics of female-male interactions and the inequities women experience through . . . repressive practices" (Kramarae I990:350; see also Coates
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& Cameron I988; DeFrancisco iggoa; Graddol & Swann I989; Treichler &
Kramarae I983, for such critiques). Coates and Cameron (I988:IO) contended that:
All discussions of how women operate in speech communities must, however, be aware of women's more general social and political position as a
subordinate group....

[I]t is all too easy to lose sight of the fact of sub-

ordination and describe "sex roles" (in the manner of so many male sociolinguists) as "natural," "facts of life," difference not inequality.
Coates and Cameron added that both "the dominance approach, which
stresses the hierarchical nature of gender relations, and the difference approach, which stresses subcultural differences between women and men" are
needed for sociolinguistic research on sex difference (I988:72). However, my
position is slightly different from theirs. Coates and Cameron were still considering that the three concepts of gender, power and (sub)culture could be
separated and are independent of each other. I argue that these are intertwined. To talk about gender is to talk about women and men as composing sociocultural groups, and the main force that constructs these two groups
as different is the difference in the position they are placed in within the social hierarchy. If difference and dominance are treated as different perspectives of looking at sex, we will only get two different pictures from two
different angles. We would not be able to get a holistic, multidimensional
view. Difference and dominance (and there may be other dimensions) should
be seen as simultaneously composing the construct of gender.
The problem of how to conceptualize gender has so far been dealt with in
most language research in a too simplistic way. This comes from a superficial view of sex - the categories of females and males are seen as prelinguistic variables (Kramarae I986a) biologically assigned to individuals at birth and a failure to recognize that gender is in fact a social construct (Kessler &
McKenna I978; Kramarae I986a; Rakow I987). We do not become socialized as females or males because we were born female or male. At birth we
are assigned to one or the other gender according to our genital organs, but
after our initial gender assignment is made, how we are treated and raised

is not dependent upon whether we have a vagina or not (a fact that is not
obvious under usual circumstances) (Kessler & McKenna I978). We learn female rules because we are socially labeled "female" (from how we are dressed
and addressed, etc.) - through the process of "sex categorization" (West &
Zimmerman I987) - and we become female through learning and obeying
those rules. West and Zimmerman (I987:126-27) maintained that gender is
"a routine, methodical, and recurringaccomplishment" and that it is "the activity of managing situated conduct in light of normative conceptions of attitudes and activities appropriate for one's sex category." We are doing
gender (Rakow I987; West & Zimmerman I983, I987) through gendered ac-
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tivity. "(A)person'sgenderis not simplyan aspectof whatone is, but, more
fundamentally,it is somethingthat one does, and does recurrently,in interaction with others"(West& ZimmermanI987:140). Thus, regardlessof our
own intentions,the consequencesof our behaviormustalwaysbe seenin the
context of the societythat definesgender.In U.S. society'ssystem(as well
as in many others), part of being female consists of being the dominated,
weakersex. And the differencebetweenwomen and men is constructedas
a fact to reinforcethe constructionof gender,meaningthat the appropriate
doing of gendermeansthe reproductionof "theinstitutionalarrangements
that are based on sex category" (West & Zimmerman I987:I46).

Genderis one majorconstructthat organizesour worldand our sociallife.
It involves all humanbeings;everyindividual,after all, cannot escape bethat
ing categorizedas eitherfemaleor male.But it mustalso be remembered
genderis so salientbecauseit is a social construct,somethingthat we do in
interactionand not somethingthat is based on natureor biology.'7And it
does not exist independentlyof other social factors such as region, ethnicity, age, class, sexualorientation,and religion;theseelementsare constantly
in interaction.The issue at hand is not whetherwe should take the domiapproachor bothapapproachor the difference/cultural
nance/power-based
in
proachesto analyzesex differences discourse.Rather,it is how we can
come up with a frameworkthat allowsus to see genderas a holisticand dynamic conceptregardinglanguageuse - a frameworkthat allows us to see
how we, in the socialcontext,are doinggenderthroughthe use of language.
NOTES
I.
I thank, Braj Kachru for his encouragement, Cheris Kramarae and Dell Hymes for their
invaluable suggestions for this article.
2.
Throughout this article, I distinguish between the use of sex and gender. The convention
today is that sex is biological and gender is sociocultural (Schlegel I989). I have used sex to refer to the use of female-male dichotomy as a "prelinguistic variable," as a "set category from
birth" (Kramarae i986a). I have used gender to signify that the female-male dichotomy is "manmade" and socially constructed.
3.
Hereafter, unless stated otherwise, all reference to women, men, and language will signify
women, men, and English used by the majority of those living in the United States.
4.
Maltz and Borker (I982) and Tannen's works use "cross-sex communication" to indicate
the interaction between female and male, which they use parallel with "cross-cultural communication." However, the term cross-cultural must be distinguished from the term intercultural,
as is discussed later.
5.
From a linguistic viewpoint, the problem with her hypothesis was that form was separated
from function, and women's speech was conceptualized only in terms of form.
6.
O'Barr and Atkins's study on courtroom interaction found that witnesses with little authority and social power, regardlessof their sex, used speech forms judged by Lakoff to be used
more by women. The researchers therefore concluded that "women's language" as posited by
Lakoff could be more adequately labeled as "powerless language."
7.
These studies have found a general pattern of sex differences in pronunciation and grammaticality with women using more standard forms than did men. Trudgill has explained this
in terms of female conservativeness and also in terms of the covert prestige with which the men
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held vernacular speech. Critics of his study have argued that women's social networks within
the speech community must be taken into consideration (Nichols I983). For a further discussion on this, see, for example, Coates and Cameron (I988) and Graddol and Swann (I989).
In this sense, one might say they are adopting a Firthian model of conversation (see Kachru
8.
I980; also note 14).
Educational level is often incorporated into the analyses, albeit superficially. However,
9.
the effect of advanced education is assessed only in terms of quantity (i.e., the degree of influence on a certain behavior), not in terms of the quality (i.e., how the less explicit beliefs about
gender are affected by advanced education).
A weak version of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is taken by such feminists, especially those
10.
who advocate language change as a step to empowerment. See, for example, Spender (I980).
For a further discussion of the muted group theory, see Kramarae (I98I); Showalter
II.
(I98I); Spender (I980).
For a full review of Tannen's book, see Troemel-Ploetz (I99I).
I2.
Therefore, Maltz and Borker's claims should not be extended to females and males who
I3.
do not belong to the mainstream American culture. However, it is not clear to what extent the
general framework of the difference/cultural approach has been regarded by others as universally applicable. It is very often the case that whenever a framework for analysis is presented
using American samples, it is assumed to be universal until a proven otherwise.
In Tannen's analysis of conversation at a Thanksgiving dinner (I984, also cited in I986),
14.
the difference in rules for expressing involvement and solidarity is shown to cause misinterpretation of each other's intention and to lead to the perceived conversational dominance of one
group, Jewish New Yorkers, who had more expressive ways of showing involvement. She did
not, however, report any sex differences.What then, is the relationship among the cultural factors that produce these differences such as regional difference, ethnicity, class, age, and sex?
Tannen has drawn an analogy between ethnicity and sex, regarding them both as culture in that
they produce different conversational styles. But she has failed to address the fact that ethnicity and sex are not mutually exclusive categories. An individual's conversational style is neither
a product solely of her or his sex or ethnicity nor can it be adequately analyzed as such.
Aries admitted that the different/cultural approach cannot be used to analyze classroom
15.
interaction, although she evaluated it as the best approach to sex difference.
i6.
Here, I am applying the Firthian model of linguistic behavior to the unit of conversation. The sociocultural structure that organizes the hierarchy of the sexes is the context of situation, which is: "the situation which provides the context of experience and context of culture
to the language used by the speech-fellowship, speech community, or a language community.
This situation is extra-linguistic, and it is through form that a linguist is able to show its relevance (appropriateness) to linguistic behavior" (Kachru I980:94).
But because one's sex category is the base of doing gender, the social order reinforced
17.
by the gendered activity is often thought to reflect "natural differences" between female and
male, which then legitimizes the hierarchical arrangement as being "natural" (see West & Zimmerman I987).
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